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Leadership Message

Board of Directors

CEE is a consortium of investor owned utilities, national labs, qualified
NGO’s, municipal utilities, and supportive state and federal agencies.

Members are responsible for approximately $7 billion of the $9 billion
budgeted annually for demand side investment in the US and Cana-

da and serve nearly 100 million electric customers and 50 million gas

customers. Through voluntary CEE market transformation initiatives,

members address what otherwise could not be achieved individually and
accelerate market advancement of super efficient products and services.

Working together in partnership with key stakeholder industries, Consortium members are seizing opportunities to provide unprecedented levels
of utility system benefit.

For nearly 30 years, the Consortium has made use of innovative, voluntary market solutions in partnership with stakeholder interests for win,
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win, win outcomes. A short history of CEE is presented in this Annual

Report, highlighting some historic and current work areas. One of those
successful areas is the Lighting for Tomorrow competition which began
in 2002, attracted and showcased important design and technical ad-

vancements for super efficient lighting and served to make significant

impact in the lighting industry. You can read about how that project nimbly adapted to an environment of rapid technological change and is now
working to advance the CEE Integrated Home.

CEE’s 18 Initiatives address a wide breadth of industries, ranging from industrial pumps and residential HVAC systems to holistic ecosystems that
include the CEE Integrated Home and CEE Automated Energy Manage-

ment. Through Initiatives and other work, the Consortium moves markets
to serve needs of today while paving the way for those of the future.

We invite you to review the highlighted work of 2019 and look forward to
your engagement and support in the years to come.
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A brief history of CEE
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Transforming the Markets of the Future Today
The Consortium for Energy Efficiency was founded in 1991, the same year that Apple

released its first laptop. At the same time, Computer programmer Tim Berners-Lee intro-

duced something called the World Wide Web and researchers at the University of Illinois
were developing a tool to navigate that web called Mosaic (which became the core of
Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer).

Throughout CEEs nearly 30 years’, the focus has remained the same: Work together to

transform markets for consumer, utility system and environmental benefit. What began
with seven members has grown to a large group of organizations who serve more than
100 million electric customer 50 million gas customers and whose budgets represent

more than 70 percent of the US and Canadian Demand Side Management budgets. The
number of Initiatives and projects has also grown, as have the techniques that the Consortium has successfully implemented in transforming markets.

What started it all was a vision and resulting project to encourage commercialization of
super-efficient refrigerators. The project was dubbed the Golden Carrot (you can read

more about it here). That project inspired the creation of CEE and development of other

market transformation initiatives. Nearly all CEE work is done through Initiatives, that is,
member-vetted and board-approved strategies where market transformation is deemed
viable through voluntary, independent and strategic action for shared and significant

benefit. CEE committees, made up of member representatives and co-chaired by a CEE

staff person, research opportunities and markets, and then articulate the particular goals,
methods, participation requirements and other aspects believed to be significant to the

desired outcome. The methods that have been compelling when employed in the context
of the initiative include: common specs, a qualified product list, endorsement of perfor-

mance levels, investment in training of trades, financial incentives, competitions, bulk procurement, industry wide awareness campaigns, standardized assessment tools, application guidance, definitions to assist in standardization and others. The
Initiative frames the opportunity, goals, methods and market support
and then CEE Committee members and Initiative Participants support
actions in the field, share best practices and report on market progress and additional marketplace need. CEE Initiatives seek elegant
win-win solutions that validate and encourage competition to deliver
new value.
One early project is revealing. In the mid-1990s, CEE member, The
New York Power Authority, in service of its customer, the New York
City Housing Authority, committed to purchase 20,000 refrigerators
per year and allow other housing authorities to “piggy back” on the

resulting contract as a means to induce a major manufacturer
to produce a 30% more efficient apartment size refrigerator.
These refrigerators represented a substantial but untapped
market. Because of the magnitude of commitment and the
potential for even greater volumes, a manufacturer could
be assured that a substantial investment in new production
would have a known sale. CEE, the New York State Research
and Development Authority (NYSERDA) and the Department
of Energy then aggressively marketed this opportunity to
others with CEE member utilities promoting the units to local
authorities. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) then encouraged field offices to support procurement of the super efficient unit and take advantage
of a performance operating subsidy to improve financial health. Within the first 2 years,
there were pledges for more than 70,000 refrigerators across 38 publicly assisted properties. In a short span, public housing had a more efficient product and improved finances,
the manufacturer had a new product line to market, and society had yet another example
of a win, win outcome from voluntary, market-based initiatives.
There were many more successes (including the Lighting For Tomorrow competition,
which you can read about later in this report). But just as the early days of Powerbooks
and Netscape browsers changed, so too has the demand side management landscape.
The introduction of Distributed Energy Resources to utility systems, an increased focus
on mitigation of greenhouse gasses, and the emergence of low-cost sensors, computing
and wireless communications have introduced greater utility system complexity and the
opportunity for better serving individual customer values. This is the new landscape.
While thick laptops and old browsers now seem antiquated, their descendants laid the
ground for our connected world. Likewise, the CEE Initiatives of old have laid the groundwork for Integrated Demand Side Management Initiatives of tomorrow and it is into this
digital future that CEE is developing new tools to serve our continuing mission.
CEE’s original business plan recognized the importance of utilizing an “….existing window
of opportunity,” realizing that there is often a limited time horizon to achieve goals. Much
of CEE’s first three decades encouraged the performance of existing products and systems. Now, there is opportunity to embed enabled capabilities into emerging platforms
so that future utilities may have the option to draw upon them when needed. Take for
example the capability to dispatch a signal calling for the prescheduling of home cooling with known and reliable confirmed response. A particular utility may not need such
capability for five years, however by incorporating it into the chip design of a product
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and having standard communication and data standards, future value can be designed into mass
produced products with little additional cost. By acting now in today’s limited window of op-

portunity, tommorrow’s win-wins are realized. We have the chance to leverage CEE’s reputation
and standing at this critical inflection point.

Lighting the Way to the Future
The Lighting for Tomorrow competition
One key strategy CEE employs to transform markets is providing consensus performance
targets and sustained commitment to these over extended periods. This affords manu-

This is one of the reasons that CEE has

facturers, distributors, and retailers the ability to plan with confidence and builds industry

been active at the Consumer Electronics

good will. The goal of market transformation for public benefit has birthed many innova-

show for several years. Consortium staff and

tive approaches.

Board members have met with commercial,
non-profit, and trade associations leaders

One of these is the Lighting for Tomorrow competition (now Lighting & Homes for To-

to identify key points of shared value. The

morrow). It demonstrates how an original method for reaching shared goals can yield

groundwork that CEE is laying today will en-

incredible success in transforming markets.

able remarkable convergence of varied sys-

tems for Energy Efficiency and Load Manage-

The concept was first incubated 20 years ago when utilities in the Northeast, working

ment Tomorrow.

with an implementation contractor, set out to overcome quality concerns with available
high performance lighting products. CEE and the American Lighting Association en-

The Consortium has also been assessing the need for member evaluation tools in this new envi-

gaged in discussions about product design and development and conceived of a ‘design

ronment. The Evaluation committee creates resources and shares evaluation guides, case studies

charette’ where the fashion oriented design community connected with engineering

and national standardization efforts to xpand our industry’s ability to capture new impacts relat-

oriented product development professionals. The charette accencuated the unique

ed to decarbonization, reliability, and load management.

properties of new efficient light sources and freed the design community from constraints
such as materials sensitive to the high temperatures associated with previous light sourc-

The products and platforms of tomorrow will no doubt have powerful ability to inform in less

es. CEE and ALA then conceived of a competition to encourage visibility as well as mass

expensive and less invasive ways and consideration today can inform realization tomorrow. The

production and sale of high quality, efficient and decorative lighting. Around that same

Consortium for Energy Efficiency, made up of members across North America, is adding to its

time, the Department of Energy (DOE) had been developing programs to encourage new

existing and highly successful array of approaches to serve the CEE mission, create new value

designs for energy-efficient portable lighting. In 2002, DOE joined ALA and CEE as lead

for members, industry partners, and society alike.
Together we can change markets.

organizers
for the first
LFT design
competition.
In 2002 the
source of energy efficient
residential
lighting was
primarily
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs). While these were more efficient than the common
incandescent bulbs, they had not achieved significant market penetration. Most ENERGY
STAR qualified fixtures were basic, surface-mounted styles characterized as functional
and utilitarian.
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and prospective sponsors recognized the position and future opportunity represented

Organizers of Lighting for Tomorrow anticipated that the competition would expand

by the campaign and the 34 participants from 26 organizations proposed to expand the

the variety and availability of attractive, energy-efficient residential fixtures. Manufac-

competition.

turers would develop creative, consumer-friendly designs, and the market would grow.
Since the competition began, nearly 300 products have earned ENERGY STAR qual-

The newly branded Lighting and Homes for Tomorrow will be launched in 2020 and invited entries for the following categories:

ification and been supported by CEE member residential lighting programs. Winning
designs were promoted at strategic industry events, as well as in prominent publica-

•

Connected Lighting, Lighting Controls, and Ceiling Fans

tions and websites. Sponsors also supported the development of collateral that was

•

Connected Windows and Attachments

mailed to showrooms, manufacturers, and utility customers. The effect was impres-

•

Connected HVAC and Thermostats

sive: For example, 2003 Best Design winner Ivalo Lighting began with no retail avail-

•

Connected Plug Load Controls

bility, but by the end of that competition had placements in 11 lighting showrooms.

•

Open Category (which attracted entries from Water Heating and Whole House EMS
systems.)

Each year, Sponsors reviewed market effects and whether any modifications should
be made to the competition strategy. The first significant shift occurred in 2006 in

The Lighting for Tomorrow

response to solid-state lighting (SSL) technology entering the market, which led to

competition is a characteris-

an expansion in scope and the introduction of new evaluation criteria. Another came

tic example of CEE members

when testing organization UL joined as an organizer in 2011.

working with industry partners,
trade associations and govern-

A complete reassessment of market conditions was made in 2018. This was after

mental organizations to move

fifteen years of great advancement, general market recognition and demand for

markets in a way that bene-

efficient lighting and with the expectation that federal legislation would lock in the

fits society, customers, utility

savings achieved in 2020. In many respects, the competition succeeded beyond its

systems, and the environment. The new Lighting and Homes for Tomorrow competition

aspirational hopes, increasing market availability, quality and wide spread demand.

seeks to nimbly follow in that success and continue transforming markets for long-lasting

Organizers took stock of the campaign and held a workshop with fellow industries to

public benefit.

map out future options which included declaring success and disbanding.

The workshop was scheduled at a time of incredible technological innovation with

the recognition of low cost computing, sensors and wireless infrastructure informed
by the consensus priorities of a managed CEE Connected Committee. This committee developed many of the
foundational aspects of the
CEE Integrated Home vision,
designed to deliver utility
system, environmental and
customer benefit by leveraging computing and communication technologies. The
associated enabled capabilities provide enormous
future benefit including distribution, transmission and generation capacity savings and
improving the economic value of intermittent renewable energy resources. Current

For more information about Lighting and Homes for Tomorrow, contact Alice Rosenberg
at arosenberg@cee1.org.
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2019 Sector Accomplishments

Every year, CEE staff work together with membership to move key Initiatives and projects forward
to achieve lasting impact. What follows are a look into one important initiative area with several
updates about other accomplishments. For information about all Initiatives and projects, please
visit the forum (forum.cee1.org).

Emerging Technologies Collaborative:
Assessing more than 1400 emerging opportunities

The Emerging Technologies Collaborative (ETC) is a group of dedicated Emerging Opportunities (EO) program managers who work together to accelerate program and market consideration of EOs that meet the criteria designed to identify opportunities well
suited for program implementation and customer acceptance. Leveraging the infrastructure, processes, and trusted relationships built since 2011, in 2019, the ETC:
•

•

Developed a Catalog of Emerging Opportunities Assessments that includes over
1400 assessments. 2019 Catalog contributors include 23 organizations serving over
approximately 105 million electric customers and 64 million gas customers across
the US and Canada. The Catalog also contains a snapshot of 86 unique residential
and multifamily EOs and 153 commercial, industrial, and agricultural EOs.
Investigated and framed the following high interest emerging opportunities to encourage additional investment in:
o Residential Integrated HVAC Controls
o Residential Air-Source Heat Pumps: Performance Characterization
o Commercial and Multifamily Heat Pump Water Heaters

Based on the ETC’s work on commercial and multifamily heat pump water heaters, the
CEE Commercial Water Heating Committee committed to propose enhanced performance requirements for the CEE Commercial Water Heating Initiative. A key objective
is to accelerate adoption of water heating systems that achieve greater than 100% energy efficiency.
Other accomplishments include:
•

•

The ETC shared information on eleven
screened emerging opportunities via nine
roundtable discussions. These sessions were
attended by 51 individuals from 28 CEE member organizations.
Twelve ETC sponsors provided more in-depth
information about their completed, active, and
developing assessments via quarterly roundtable discussions. These sessions were attended
by 34 individuals from 19 ETC sponsor organizations.

For more information about the ETC, contact Chloe Mayhew cmayhew@cee1.org

Residential: Water Heating continues to heat up
Water heating represents a major use of energy in North American homes with the
potential for significant natural gas and electric savings. In the United States, water
heating accounts for approximately 18% of all residential energy consumption1; in
Canada, water heating is estimated to be the second largest residential energy end
use, accounting for roughly 19% of household energy consumption2.
Developments in the CEE Residential Water Heating Initiative continued in 2019 to
accelerate expansion of markets for more energy efficient water heating by providing common definitions of highly efficient equipment and strategies for promoting
uptake of these products at scale. CEE recently updated
the Initiative to include modified performance requirements for gas storage and tankless units, and expanded
scope to address heat pump water heaters and new
participation requirements that address binational program design strategies. An optional CEE connected
specification was also introduced that supports members’ increasing needs to deliver upon a diverse range
of integrated demand side management objectives such
as reducing capacity obligations by shifting energy use
away from peak demand.
The CEE Residential Water Heating Initiative Resource
was published in 2019 to support program administrator’s adoption and participation
in the Initiative. This resource reviews critical factors related to water heater replacements, customer expectations, program features, and other areas from more than 120
CEE member residential water heating programs.
These enhancements further establish the Initiative as an instrumental resource to
deliver impact across members’ integrated demand side management objectives. It is
designed to accelerate availability, selection and effective installation of highly efficient and connected water heating systems by:
•
•

•

Encouraging competition by manufacturers and channel players to promote and
bring an expansive scope of high performing products into the market through
maintenance of a qualified products list in partnership with AHRI;
Addressing persistent market barriers related to stocking, distribution, sale, and
purchase of efficient products by specifying engagement strategies with upstream market actors, and corresponding educational materials for use by CEE
members; and,
Driving greater awareness regarding the benefits of efficient, connected water
heaters with automated load management water heating systems across both key
industry stakeholders and end users, thereby increasing demand.

As a growing number of members individually and voluntarily elect to participate in
this Initiative and incorporate required elements into their programs, a critical mass
1
Energy Information Administration, 2009. Residential Energy Consumption Survey, https://www.
eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2009/
2
“Residential Secondary Energy Use (Final Demand) by Energy Source and End Use,” Natural
Resources Canada, http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/corporate/statistics/neud/dpa/showTable.cfm?type=HB&sector=res&juris=00&rn=1&page=0.
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of market attention and incentives reward those channel players who deliver highly
efficient and connected installations. As sales volumes improve, economies of scale
are achieved and the market size for cost effective installations increases. Accordingly, we expect an increase in the rate of sales for highly efficient and connected water
heaters manufactured and installed in the United States and Canada.
Other accomplishments include:
•

•

CEE developed, though the Connected Committee and Residential Portfolio Managers Working Group, draft Integrated Home value streams and explored the relative importance of each value stream now and in the future. Sharing these value
streams and associated member investments with industry partners helps provide
a compelling basis for vendors to develop connected products, systems and platforms that meet future IDSM needs.
CEE convened members to discuss trends, objectives, progress, and lessons
learned associated with online marketplace platforms. CEE has identified online
platforms as a promising strategy for enabling customer engagement, increasing
participation in efficiency programs, improving customer satisfaction, reducing
program costs, achieving savings via influence, increasing enrollment in demand
response programs, and providing new revenue streams. There appears to be a
role for CEE to support cross platform program opportunities.

•

A CEE specification for automated load management was also introduced to futher connected capabilitites.

•

CEE underwrote and organized member partiipation in development of an ANSI
standard for smart, connected HVAC systems that will serve as the basis for certifying systems with performance that will serve the future needs of CEE members.

of utilities researched market availability, program relevance and interest, regulatory
factors, and the technological trajectory. Industry expertise and comment was sought
several times to continue refinement.
Because of the confluence of positive forces, and opportunity for program administrators to reduce market barriers, the Commercial and Industrial Pumps Systems
Initiative was proposed to the Board in January 2020. Among the Initiative’s initial
objectives are:
•
•
•
•

Other accomplishments include:
•

For more information about the CEE Residential Water Heating Initiative, contact Kim
Katz, Program Associate at kkatz@cee1.org. For more information about all residential accomplishments, contact Alice Rosenberg at arosenberg@cee1.org.

Commercial and Industrial: Industrial Pumps Initiative is ready for prime time

A new initiative that saw significant progress in the Commercial & Industrial sector was
the Pump Systems Initiative. In US manufacturing alone, pumps account for more than
25% of electricity used in industrial systems. The global
market for water pumps is expected to grow to $74 billion
by 20231 and more efficient Pumps Systems have the potential to save 339 Terawatt-hours over the next 30 years.
Additionally, both the US and Canada published new regulations for defining comparable energy performance in
clean water pumps, providing a sanctioned basis for representing energy performance.

Over four years, the Pumps Working group considered
whether there was a role for utilities to play in the market,
considering strategies to decrease market barriers, build a
value proposition for efficient systems and be worthy of CEE committing its reputation
and member resources. Lead by CEE Staff, working group members from a wide array
1 Global Water Pumps Market - Competition Forecast & Opportunities, 2023. PR Newswire. Last modified Dec. 4, 2018. Accessed June 24, 2019 https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-water-pumps-market---competition-forecast--opportunities-2023-300770609.html

Defining high energy performance pumps,
Defining and tracking the market to support communication and education,
Setting a framework for considering system and integrated demand side management principles.
The pumps industry has already taken notice, in March, 2020, CEE was awarded The
Pump Industry Excellence Award for Energy Efficiency by The Hydraulic Institute.

The Commercial Lighting Systems Committee collaborated with the Emerging
Technologies Collaborative (ETC) to support member consideration of new savings opportunities and customer and grid benefits from connected lighting systems, including their integration with other building systems within a commercial
whole building energy management context and as a potential hub that offers
services beyond lighting. A Commercial Lighting ET Subcommittee was formed
to build on the work of the CEE Emerging ETC Beyond Networked Lighting Controls (BNLC) Working Group that convened from August 2018 through April 2019
to share information on their BNLC assessments and identify research needs. The
four aspects currently being investigated include:

		
		
		
		

o
o
o
o

Energy monitoring and analytics
External system integration
Demand response and load management capabilities
Nonenergy impacts

•

CEE completed program summaries for Commercial Air Conditioning and Heat
Pumps, Commercial Lighting Systems, Data Centers and Business IT. Program
summaries are important resources that support initiative objectives by providing
insight into initiative participation, program trends, and initiative opportunities.

•

The SEM Committee considered whether the CEE SEM Minimum Elements are still
the appropriate minimum for SEM and determined they are and provide deliberate flexibility to allow customers to meet the elements using methods that align
with their resources and commitment. To help support this understanding in the
market, the Committee scoped and developing a new Initiative resource that will
analyze different SEM program designs by mapping the program features to how
they support customers meeting the CEE SEM Minimum Elements and support
members credibly making savings claims form their SEM programs..

For more information about the CEE Pumps Initiative, contact Chris Sullivan-Trainor,
Program Manager at csullivan-trainor@cee1.org. For more information about all Commercial and Industrial accomplishments, contact Walker Larsen at wlarsen@cee1.org.
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Evaluation, Research, and Behavior: Hard to Reach is within reach

An ongoing priority for the CEE membership is ensuring
that the benefits of energy efficiency programs reach all
customers uniformly and equitably. Yet there are certain
customer segments that have not historically benefited from
EE programs as much as others. To continue addressing this
need in 2019, CEE continued collaborating with the International Energy Agency (IEA DSM) on the “Hard to Reach”
(HTR) energy users Annex. CEE and the US Department of
Energy (DOE) jointly represent the United States in this effort, with CEE acting as the participating agent on behalf of
US and Canadian program administrators. This 3-year project represents a unique learning opportunity: CEE members
are able to draw on the research, outcomes, and expertise
of their international peers running energy programs around
the world.
The IEA HTR project was created to:
•
•
•

characterize the various customer segments that are commonly referred to as
HTR, in both the residential and commercial sectors
uncover the barriers and opportunities to better engaging these segments
identify strategies to overcome these barriers, based on robust social science research

In 2019, CEE members and sponsors identified HTR audiences and related barriers
and began to develop a common nomenclature, together with international peers.
This project will enhance our common understanding of which behavioral techniques
have worked well to engage specific HTR customers abroad, with the goal of informing and improving how energy efficiency programs are designed and evaluated in the
US and Canada in instances where similar customer types and comparable program
activity exist.
Other accomplishments include:
•

CEE published the 2019 Behavior Program Summary detailing members’ behavioral programs and how they are being evaluated; this overview includes more than
100 programs each year and is the only annual compilation of energy efficiency
behavior programs on such a scale. This program information was used as the
basis for the development of two behavioral case studies, which were published in
November.

•

Two case studies that highlight how members have incorporated connected technology and behavioral approaches into pilots and programs were published to
the CEE forum, bringing the total number of posted case studies to 22; these case
studies provide members with information on how others incorporate behavior
insights and tools in combination with connected technologies to improve the
effectiveness of their programs

•

Staff updated the ongoing tracking list of regulatory decisions that impact program administrators’ ability to claim savings from behavior-based programs with
eight new decisions; relevant decisions are now included for 44 different states
and provinces

•

CEE staff analyzed data reflecting more than 300 program administrators to successfully publish the CEE 2018 Annual Industry Report, creating a consistent and
accurate picture of program expenditures, budgets and savings across 50 states,
the District of Columbia, and nine Canadian provinces. This was the thirteenth
consecutive CEE annual report offering members and industry a credible resource
demonstrating the annual size and impact of the DSM industry, as well as historical
growths and trends. The Report was promoted through e-mail, print, PRNewswire,
and social media.

For more information about the HTR project, contact Kira Ashby, Senior Program
Manager for Behavior, at kashby@cee1.org. For more information about all ERB accomplishments, contact Arlene Lanciani at alanciani@cee1.org.

Gas: The heat goes on for Heat Pumps
With the advent of State and Province ambitious decarbonization goals, CEE members have developed a strong interest in the next generation of efficient gas products. The Emerging Technology Collaborative initiated an investigation into both heat
pumps to explore the capabilities and commercial status of Gas Heat Pumps (GHPs)
and their potential ability to help save energy and reduce carbon emissions. In 2019,
CEE staff progressed discussions with members and industry to realize this potential.
•

•
•

GHPs represent a significant efficiency advancement over the existing high efficiency condensing furnaces and boilers technologies by leveraging low grade ambient heat. Thermal efficiencies of over 130% can be realized GHPs can potentially
save ~32% of the residential and commercial natural gas used for space and water
heating.
heoretical gas savings for the US and Canada of ~2,500 Bcf/yr.
Potentially a very cost-effective method to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, ~132
million metric tons.

GHP equipment is likely to be applied in both the residential and commercial sectors
to service both space and water heating applications. The Residential HVAC committee is proposing to incorporate an advanced tier of greater than 100% AFUE for
heating and greater than 100% UEF for water heating. This speaks directly to employment of the GHP cycle since it is the only known standalone technology which
can achieve these high-performance standards. Additionally, the Commercial Water
Heating Committee set a goal of greater than 100% system efficiency in 2019. The
Gas Sector has worked and will continue working closely with these two initiatives to
further refine market opportunities, persuade the industry to expand product availability and help Program Administrators identify target applications that can take
advantage of GHP technology.
For more information about the CEE Gas Heat Pump Initiative, contact Ray Keller,
Senior Program Manager at rkeller@cee1.org.

Lorem ipsum
2018 Audited
Financials
Statement of Financial Position

thousands

Assets
Cash and investments
Government grants and memberships receivable
Fixed assets, net of depreciation

Consortium for Energy Efficiency
thousands

Liabilities and net assets
$1,745 Current liabilities
$718 Long-term liabilities
$12 Unrestricted net assets

$451
$27
$1,765

Other assets

$218 Temporarily restricted net assets

$450

Total assets

$2,693 Total liabilities and net assets

$2,693

Statement of Activities
Revenue and support from operations
Membership dues and government grants

Operating expense
$2,633

Net assets released from restrictions

$813 Program

Other income

$120 Administration

Total revenue and support from operations

$3,566 Total operating expenses

$2,303
$903

$3,206

Nonoperating activities
Increase (decrease) in net assets from operations
Unrealized gain on investments
Total increase (decrease) in net assets

$360
$3
$363

Net assets, beginning of year

$1,402

Net assets, end of year

$1,765
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